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Abstract

This work concerns the interrelationship between thermodynamic, kinetic
and structural aspects of crystal polymorphism. It is both experimental and
theoretical, and limited with respect to compounds to substituted monocyclic
aromatics.

Two polymorphs of the compound m-aminobenzoic acid have been
experimentally isolated and characterized by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, X-ray
powder diffraction and optical microscopy. In addition, two polymorphs of the
compound m-hydroxybenzoic acid have been isolated and characterized by
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, high-temperature XRPD, confocal Raman, hot-stage
and scanning electron microscopy. For all polymorphs, melting properties and
specific heat capacity have been determined calorimetrically, and the solubility
in several pure solvents measured at different temperatures with a gravimetric
method. The solid-state activity (ideal solubility), and the free energy, enthalpy
and entropy of fusion have been determined as functions of temperature for
all solid phases through a thermodynamic analysis of multiple experimental
data. It is shown that m-aminobenzoic acid is an enantiotropic system, with a
stability transition point determined to be located at approximately 156°C, and
that the difference in free energy at room temperature between the polymorphs
is considerable. It is further shown that m-hydroxybenzoic acid is a monotropic
system, with minor differences in free energy, enthalpy and entropy.

1393 primary nucleation experiments have been carried out for both
compounds in different series of repeatability experiments, differing
with respect to solvent, cooling rate, saturation temperature and solution
preparation and pre-treatment. It is found that in the vast majority of
experiments, either the stable or the metastable polymorph is obtained in
the pure form, and only for a few evaluated experimental conditions does
one polymorph crystallize in all experiments. The fact that the polymorphic
outcome of a crystallization is the result of the interplay between relative
thermodynamic stability and nucleation kinetics, and that it is vital to perform
multiple experiments under identical conditions when studying nucleation of
polymorphic compounds, is strongly emphasized by the results of this work.

The main experimental variable which in this work has been found to
affect which polymorph will preferentially crystallize is the solvent. For m-
aminobenzoic acid, it is shown how a significantly metastable polymorph can
be obtained by choosing a solvent in which nucleation of the stable form is
sufficiently obstructed. For m-hydroxybenzoic acid, nucleation of the stable
polymorph is promoted in solvents where the solubility is high. It is shown
how this partly can be rationalized by analysing solubility data with respect to
temperature dependence.

By crystallizing solutions differing only with respect to pre-treatment and
which polymorph was dissolved, it is found that the immediate thermal and
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structural history of a solution can have a significant effect on nucleation,
affecting the predisposition for overall nucleation as well as which polymorph
will preferentially crystallize.

A set of polymorphic crystal structures has been compiled from the
Cambridge Structural Database. It is found that statistically, about 50%
crystallize in the crystallographic space group P21/c. Furthermore, it is found
that crystal structures of polymorphs tend to differ significantly with respect to
either hydrogen bond network or molecular conformation.

Molecular mechanics based Monte Carlo simulated annealing has been
used to sample different potential crystal structures corresponding to minima
in potential energy with respect to structural degrees of freedom, restricted
to one space group, for each of the polymorphic compounds. It is found
that all simulations result in very large numbers of predicted structures.
About 15% of the predicted structures have excess relative lattice energies of
<=10% compared to the most stable predicted structure; a limit verified to
reflect maximum lattice energy differences between experimentally observed
polymorphs of similar compounds. The number of predicted structures is
found to correlate to molecular weight and to the number of rotatable covalent
bonds. A close study of two compounds has shown that predicted structures
tend to belong to different groups defined by unique hydrogen bond networks,
located in well-defined regions in energy/packing space according to the close-
packing principle. It is hypothesized that kinetic effects in combination with
this structural segregation might affect the number of potential structures that
can be realized experimentally.

The experimentally determined crystal structures of several compounds
have been geometry-optimized (relaxed) to the nearest potential energy
minimum using ten different combinations of common potential energy
functions (force fields) and techniques for assigning nucleus-centred point
charges used in the electrostatic description of the energy. Changes in
structural coordinates upon relaxation have been quantified, crystal lattice
energies calculated and compared with experimentally determined enthalpies
of sublimation, and the energy difference before and after relaxation computed
and analysed. It is found that certain combinations of force fields and charge
assignment techniques work reasonably well for modelling crystal structures
of small aromatics, provided that proper attention is paid to electrostatic
description and to how the force field was parameterized.

A comparison of energy differences for randomly packed as well as
experimentally determined crystal structures before and after relaxation
suggests that the potential energy function for the solid state of a small organic
molecule is highly undulating with many deep, narrow and steep minima.
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